
The Fight

The city was flying, then Ultron started talking.

"Do you see? the beauty of it, the inevitability?  You rise, only to fall.

You, Avengers, are my meteor. My swi  and terrible sword and the

Earth will crack with the weight of your failure. Purge me from your

computers, turn my own flesh against me, it means nothing. When

the dust settles, the only living in this world, will be metal."

Then we started fighting. I started flying around, shooting poison

spikes and punching and kicking.

I was flying when I saw a woman in a car falling. I flew down and

grabbed her, while Thor grabbed the other car. Cap helped me get the

woman up, then Thor threw the other car down next to us.

"What, were you napping?" Cap mocked as we walked away.

I was fighting alongside Cap and Thor, when Ultron flew over and

said,"Thor. You're bothering me."

He then picked up Thor and flew him away.

Cap and I were fighting Ultron's robots when we heard Clint

say,"We're all clear here."

Cap and I were overloaded and Cap said,"We are not clear."

"We are very not clear." I yelled.

"Alright coming to you." Clint said.

The wave ended and Cap asked Tony what he had.

"Well, nothing great. Maybe a way to blow up the city, that'll keep it

from impacting the surface if you guys can get it clear."

"I asked for a solution not an escape plan." Cap replied.

"Impact radius is getting bigger every second. We have to make a

choice."

"Cap these people are going nowhere." I said.

"If Stark finds a way to blow this rock-" Romano  started.

"Not till everyone's safe." Steve interrupted.

"Everyone up here verses everyone down there? There's no math."

Natasha responded.

"I'm not leaving this Rick with one civilian on it." Steve said.

"I'd didn't say we should leave. There's worse ways to go. I mean,

where else am I going to get a view like this?" Natasha said.

"Glad you like the view agent Romano . It's about to get a whole lot

better." A new voice said.

Suddenly, an aircra  rose from the clouds.

"She's nice, right? Cleared out some moth balls with a couple of

friends. She's dusty, but, she'll do."

"Fury you son of a bitch." Cap said. a3

"Ooh. You kiss your mother with that mouth?" Fury retorted.

Then flying boats flew out and landed on Sokovia. a2

Pietro walked around the corner and asked,"this is shield?"

"This is what Shield's supposed to be," Steve replied.

"This, this is not so bad." Pietro stated.

"Let's load them up." Steve said.
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